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T&P Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 100 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x
0.2in.T and P BOOKS THEME-BASED DICTIONARIES are intended to help you learn, memorize, and
review foreign words. The dictionary contains over 3000 commonly used words. Recommended as
additional support material to any language course. Meets the needs of beginners and advanced
learners of foreign languages. Convenient for daily use, reviewing sessions and self-testing activities.
Allows you to assess your current vocabulary. This book can also be used by foreigners to learn
English. THIS REVISED EDITION (British English, December 2013) contains 101 topics including: Basic
concepts, Numbers, Units of measurement, The most important verbs, Time, Calendar, Day and
night, Months, Seasons, Travel, Sightseeing, City, Shopping, Clothing and Accessories, Cosmetics,
Telephone, Phone conversation, Foreign languages, Meals, Restaurant, Family members, Human
body, Medicine, Furniture, Household appliances, The Earth, Weather, Natural disasters, Fauna, Wild
animals, Countries of the world and more SPECIAL FEATURES of T and P Books bilingual
vocabularies: words are arranged according to their meaning, not alphabetically. Content is
presented in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self-testing processes. Each theme is
composed of small blocks of similar lexical units. The vocabulary offers a convenient and simple...
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This is the very best publication we have read through right up until now. It is one of the most incredible book we have read through. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Celia  V olkm a n-- Miss Celia  V olkm a n

This type of book is everything and helped me seeking forward and a lot more. We have go through and so i am confident that i will planning to read again
again later on. You will like just how the blogger create this ebook.
-- Lilla  Stehr-- Lilla  Stehr
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